
* "' UNITED STATES:

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, OD. 20

December 2.9, 1990 -

OFFICE OF THE
: COMMISSIONER

The Honorable Harry Reid
SH-324
Hart Senate Office Building
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20555

*. Dear Senator Reid:

I recently had an opportunity to review the transcript of an
October 2nd, 1990 hearing before the-Subcommittee on Nuclear
Regulation of the Committee on Environment and Public Works on
the subject of the high-level nuclear waste disposal program.
During the course of that hearing, you-expressed a concern about
the propriety of my remarks at a recent symposium sponsored by
the National Academy'of Sciences' National Research Council.
Specifically, you observed:

I think it's important to note that.the U.S. Nuclear
Regulatory Commissioner, James Curtiss, at this hearing
that we've heard about earlier in this hearing, a
symposium that was sponsored by the National Research
Council -- James Curtiss said there that - I want
everyone here to understand that Z didn't make up this
"juggling numbers". That is specifically what a
commissioner of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission said.
He said that he felt that the Energy Department should
have greater freedom to "juggle numbers" as long as the

- -overall performance of the repository wasn't too
greatly affected.

At a later point in the hearing, when this issue came up again,
you commented:

Mr. Chairman, you can re-juggle the words all you want,
but words by the man from the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission was "Juggle the numbers".- That's what he
said. So you can juggle the words anyway you want. He
said he wanted to "juggle the numbers". That's what I
think is wrong.

I have since gone back and reviewed the text of my remarks, as
well as the recorded tapes from the Symposium, and I want to
assure you that nowhere during that Symposium did I say that the
Department of Energy should be allowed to "juggle the numbers" in{ a manner that would circumvent the NRC's performance objectives
for the repository. Indeed, as best as I can determine, this
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phrase seems to have originated in a newspaper article appearing
in the September 18, 1990 issue of the Las Vegas Review Journal,
reporting on the Symposium (copy attached)*..-

As the Commission's witness at the Subcommittee's hearing, Mr.
Robert Bernero, pointed out, I have expressed a concern about the
relationship of the Commission's regulations to the standards
established by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).
Additionally, I have commented on the workability of the
provisions in the agency's existing regulations that allow NRC to
specify alternative subsystem performance criteria. It is this
latter point that apparently led the reporter to describe my
remarks in the pejorative fashion that he did. I trust that you
will see from my remarks, though, (a copy of which I am
enclosing) that I neither said nor intended that the Department
of Energy should be allowed to circumvent our health and safety
standards by "juggling the numbers-." '

I thank you for the opportunity to clarify my position on this
issue.

Most sincerely,

James R. Curtiss

Enclosures: as stated

cc: Senator Bob Graham
Senator Alan K. Simpson -
Steve Adams, Las Vegas Journal
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